
Crime Figures For September 01/09/2022- 30/09/2022 

03/09/2022- Alarm False 
Caller reporting an intruder alarm is going off at Rockliffe Pharmacy. Confirmed as a false alarm due 
to electric going off from adverse weather conditions. Premises searched and keyholder on scene.  

04/09/2022- Concern/ Collapse/ Injury/ Illness 
Caller reporting that they have been travelling behind a vehicle from Northallerton into Darlington 
and it has been ‘all over the road’. The vehicle has then made its way into Rockliffe Hall grounds. 
Officers attended and spoke to the female. 

06/09/2022- Highway Disruption 
Caller reporting that they are visiting a patient along Teesview and have been unable to park on their 
drive due to another vehicle being parked inappropriately. Officers attended, no vehicle or parking 
issues seen. 

06/09/2022- Burglary Residential 
Caller is reporting that overnight on the 05/09 into the 06/09, their shed has been broken into on 
Hurworth Road. A motocross bike has been stolen. The incident has been crimed and is currently 
under investigation.  

06/09/2022- Vehicle Crime  
Caller is reporting that they were delivering parcels on Hurworth Road, when they returned to the 
van and found males wearing balaclavas going through the parcels in the back. The males have 
chased the caller for a short distance and have then made off in their own car. Description passed of 
the vehicle and checks conducted. Officers attended and managed to find the suspect vehicle. 
Incident has been crimed and is currently under investigation. 

06/09/2022- Suspicious/ Insecure 
Caller reporting that on the green to the rear of Westfield Drive, there appears to be five or six males 
smoking cannabis. Officers attended; area search no trace for youths.  

06/09/2022- ASB Nuisance 
Caller reporting two males on black bikes along Dibdale Road. They are heading towards Middleton 
St. George. Officers attended; area search no trace for the bikes.  

07/09/2022- Criminal Damage 
Caller reporting that an unknown person has come onto the golf course on Neasham Road and has 
caused minor damage. Caller thinks it may be from quad bikes or a vehicle. Incident has been crimed 
and is currently under investigation.  

09/09/2022- Vehicle Theft From 
Caller is reporting that their vehicle has been subject to an attempted theft on Woodlands Way. 
They have seen on their CCTV an unknown male trying their car door handle, the alarm has been 



activated and the male has made off. The incident has been crimed and is currently under 
investigation.  

10/09/2022- ASB Environmental 
Caller is reporting that there is an ongoing party at an address on Minster Walk. There appear to be 
a large group of teens who are unsupervised and are drinking alcohol. Officers attended; there are 
no persons in the address and the house appears to be in order.  

11/09/2022- Alarm False 
Caller is reporting an alarm going off at the pub on Strait Lane. Officers attended; alarm no longer 
going off. Premises all secure and in order.  

11/09/2022- ASB Nuisance 
Caller reporting four males are working along Coach Lane and they appear to be smoking cannabis. 
Officers attended; area search no trace.  

**Numerous reports were received in regards to this company smoking cannabis in the Westfield 
Drive area.  

11/09/2022- ASB Nuisance 
Caller is reporting there are 7 quad bikes travelling on the public roads, north bound towards the 
Cleveland area. Further reports received to say the group of bikes had been seen on the A66.  

14/09/2022- Suspicious/ Insecure 
Caller reporting that there are active poachers in the Hurworth Moor area, no weapons or dogs seen 
however a description of the vehicle was passed over. Officers attended; area search no trace.  

 15/09/2022- RTC 
Caller is reporting an RTC on Croft Road, involving one vehicle and a motorbike with two males on. 
Male riders have made off and the caller has no details for the bike as there is no VRM visible. No 
obstructions caused by the RTC, however officers attended to assist with the incident.  

16/09/2022- Suspicious/ Insecure 
Caller is reporting that there is a vehicle parked just down from the Otter and Fish pub on Strait Lane 
and the door has been left open. Vehicle details have been passed to the call handler and the 
relevant checks have been completed. Caller has closed the door and the vehicle sounds as though it 
has locked itself, the vehicle is not causing an obstruction and so attendance is not required.  

18/09/2022- ASB Nuisance 
Caller is reporting that there is a motorcycle riding around the Geneva Woods area. Officer 
attended; area search no trace.  

18/09/2022- Highway Disruption 
Multiple calls received in relation to a llama being loose close to the Neasham area, on the A66. 
Officers attended; area search no trace.  



19/09/2022- Suspicious/ Insecure 
Report from FIRE to say a motorbike has been set on fire in the area of Alderman Bestway/ the fields 
behind. The fire has been put out and Officers have attended at a later date in order to have the bike 
recovered. 

 20/09/2022- Road Related Offence 
Caller reporting there are two males on a motorbike travelling along the A66 Northbound They are 
overtaking traffic and are riding in an unsafe manner. Caller unable to provide a description of the 
bike or the clothing worn by the males, apart from they were not wearing helmets. Information 
shared with officers in order for patrols to take place. 

21/09/2022- RTC 
Caller reporting there has been a one vehicle RTC along Dibdale road, Neasham. Officers attended 
the incident and assisted those involved by arranging ambulance attendance and clearing the 
obstruction in the road.  

26/09/2022- Suspicious/ Insecure 
Caller reporting that a vehicle has been parked in a private parking space along Blind Lane, for a 
prolonged period of time and no persons in the street are aware of who the vehicle belongs to. The 
relevant checks have been conducted on the vehicle. Vehicle is found not to be in Police interest as it 
has current documents and is not obstructing a highway.  

27/09/2022- Suspicious/ Insecure 
Caller is ‘keeping an eye on’ a neighbour’s property in Teesway, whilst they are away. The caller has 
noticed an unusual item located close to the property, which appears to have wires attached to it. 
Officers attended; item is an old e-cigarette.  

28/09/2022- Animal/ Wildlife 
Caller is reporting an injured deer in the road, in Neasham, caller says it appears to be in pain after 
being injured presumably in an RTC incident. Officers attended; area search no trace for the deer.  


